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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

Please read all instructions carefully before using the appliance and keep this manual
for future reference.

When using the electrical appliance, the below basic safety precautions should be
followed:

1. Read this Instruction Manual carefully before using your appliance as this manual will 
help you familiarize with the features and operation standards of this appliance. 
Failure to comply with the use, storage, maintenance, installation or placement 
instructions detailed in this manual could void the applicable user warranty.

2. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

3. This appliance is designed to operate with alternating current (AC). Before connecting 
the appliance to the power supply, ensure that the voltage indicated on the appliance 
corresponds with the voltage in your home. If this is not the case, contact your dealer 
and stop using the appliance.

4. Do not place or use this appliance on a hot plate or near a flame (gas stove).

5. To prevent accidents and damage to the appliance, always keep hands and utensils 
away from sharp and moving parts.

6. Do not operate the appliance for more than 1 minute continuously.

7. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless 
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliances by a 
person responsible for their safety.

8. Do not use this appliance to chop/dice or mince meat.

9. Never remove the cones before the appliance stops moving.

10. Never feed food by hand, always use the pusher.

11. Do not use the appliance to blend foods which are too hard.

12. Always unplug from the power supply when not in use, before putting on or taking off 
parts, and before cleaning.

13. Do not unplug the power cord by forcibly pulling or yanking on it.

14. An appliance should not be used (a) if it is dropped (b) if the cones are damaged or 
incomplete.

15. Always disconnect the appliance from the power supply if it is left unattended and 
before attaching or removing a blade cone.
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PARTS IDENTIFICATION

4

16. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after the appliance 
malfunctions, or is dropped or damaged in any manner. Return the appliance to the 
nearest Service Center for examination, repair, electrical or mechanical adjustment.

17. The use of attachments/accessories not recommended by the manufacturer may 
result in fire, electric shocks or risk of other injuries.

18. This appliance is for household use only. Do not use it for any other purposes other 
than its intended use.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

This appliance has a polarized power plug (one blade is wider than the other). To reduce
the risk of electric shock, this power plug will fit in a polarized power outlet only one way. If
the power plug does not fit fully into the power outlet, reverse the power plug. If it still does
not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not modify the power plug in any way. 

NOTES ON THE POWER PLUG

1. A short power-supply cord (or detachable power-supply cord) is to be provided to 
reduce the risk resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping over a longer cord.

2. Longer detachable power-supply cords or extension cords are available and may be 
used if care is exercised in their use.

3. If a long detachable power-supply cord or extension cord is used,

a) The marked electrical rating of the detachable power-supply cord or extension 
cord should be at least as great as the electrical rating of the appliance,

b) If the appliance is of the grounded type, the extension cord should be a 
grounding-type

c) The longer cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the countertop or
tabletop where it can be pulled on by children or tripped over.

NOTES ON THE POWER CORD

Vegetable cutting tube

Blade

Blade Cone

Cutting tube cover

Food pusher

(Blades storage box) 

Blades

Food pusher cover

Motor Unit

ON/OFF Switch

SALAD ACCESSORIES

Coarse Slicing Blades Fine Slicing Blades Coarse Shredding Blades

Fine Shredding blades Fine Grating Blades
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ASSEMBLING AND DISASSEMBLING

FOR MAKING SALAD 
1. Assemble the blade into the proper position of the blade cone.

2. Insert the blade cone into the vegetable cutting tube.

3. Securely lock the cutting tube cover onto the vegetable cutting tube in place.

4. Insert the above assembly into motor unit crevice according to “unlock” position, then 
turn it anti-clockwise to “lock” position.

5. To disassemble, operate according to the above opposite direction.

FOR MAKING FROZEN FRUIT SORBET
1. Assemble the seal ring 1 in grinding head; assemble seal ring 2 in grinding cover.

2. Insert the grinding head into the squeeze tube.

3. Turn it anti-clockwise to lock the grinding cover onto the squeeze tube.

4. Insert the above assembly into motor unit crevice according to “unlock” position, then 
turn it anti-clockwise to “lock” position.

5. To disassemble, operate according to the above opposite direction.

Note: You may use a spanner to disassemble the grinding cover.
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PARTS IDENTIFICATION

SPECIFICATIONS

Press Rod

Squeeze tube

Seal ring 1

Grinding head

Seal ring 2

Grinding cover

Spanner

FROZEN FRUIT SORBET ACCESSORIES

RATED VOLTAGE / FREQUENCY 220-240V~ 50/60Hz

RATED WATTAGE 250W

NET WEIGHT 2.0KG
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION OPERATING INSTRUCTION

This appliance has two functions, one is for making frozen fruit sorbet, the other is for
making salad. You can choose the corresponding accessories according to your need.

Before using it for the first time, clean all the detachable parts such as press rod, squeeze
tube, grinding head, grinding cover, food pusher, vegetable cutting tube, cutting tube
cover, blade cone, blade and so on completely.

WARNING: Blades are sharp. Exercise caution when handling sharp parts.

MAKING SALAD
1. Prepare your food, such as potato or carrot, peel it off, and cut it into desired sizes.

2. Choose the blade type according to your need (see the below table), assemble all the 
salad accessories according to the section “ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE”. 
Ensure you assemble one pair of blades with same the colour.

3. Plug in the appliance, then press the switch to “ON” position, when the appliance 
operates normally, insert the food pieces into the vegetable tube, then press the food 
pusher to the lowest position in 20-50N force.

Note: DO NOT operate the unit for more than 1 minute.

DO NOT remove the vegetable tube assembly from the motor unit during 
operation.

BLADE TYPE (one pair) BLADE COLOUR PURPOSE

Fine shredding blades Light red Grate your vegetables like carrots, 
courgettes, swede, turnip, cucumber or 
else firm cheese and chocolate.

Coarse shredding blades Dark red Cut thicker shavings of vegetables like 
carrots, courgettes, peppers, cheddar, 
potatoes or even chocolate.

Thin slicing blades Light blue Slice vegetables and fruit like courgettes, 
carrots, potatoes, cucumbers, coconuts, 
cabbage, apples, onions or you can even 
use it for cheese like cheddar.

Thick slicing blades Dark blue Slice thick vegetables pieces and fruit like
apples, turnip, onions, cabbage, or 
cheddar.

Fine grating blades Yellow Grate hard cheese (eg : parmesan), nuts 
or other tough ingredients.

4. Place a clean, proper-sized container under the cutting tube cover to receive food 
coming from the appliance.

5. When finish using, press the switch to “OFF” position, unplug the power cord from the 
power supply. 

MAKING FROZEN FRUIT SORBET
1. Prepare your fruits, such as banana. You can also add some other soft fruits, such as 

apple, strawberry, mango etc. or almond, cookies to vary the taste of the fruit ice 
cream. Peel the fruits off, and cut them into the desired size. 

Caution: Do not insert any hard food to prevent them from obstructing the appliance’s
tubes or damaging the motor unit. Fruit peel and pips should be removed before use to
prevent them from obstructing the appliance’s tubes or damaging the motor unit. Do not
add any liquid food to prevent overflowing from the appliance directly.

2. Put the fruit into the freezer under the temperature of -18ºC for eight hours, after 
removing it, put it under room temperature for about 15 minutes to soften it.

Note: If banana pieces are frozen, defrost to soften them as hard and frozen fruit will 
obstruct the appliance’s tubes.

3. Assemble all the frozen fruit sorbet accessories according to the section “ASSEMBLE 
AND DISASSEMBLE”.

4. Plug in the appliance, then press the switch to “ON” position, when the appliance 
operates normally, put the fruit pieces into squeeze tube, then press the press rod to 
the lowest position.

Note: Do not operate the unit for more than 1 minute continuously, at the same time, the
fruit weight should be no more than 0.5kg for each use.

DO NOT remove the squeeze tube assembly from the motor unit while the appliance 
is operating. 

Place a clean, proper sized container under the grinding cover to receive food coming 
from the appliance.

5. When finish using, press the switch to “OFF” position, unplug the power source. 
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

1. Clean all the accessories after each use.

2. Unplug the power cord from the power supply before cleaning.

3. Disassemble all accessories such as vegetable cutting tube, cutting tube cover, blade 
cone, blade, food pusher, food pusher cover, squeeze tube, grinding cover, grinding 
head, and press rod. 

Caution: Ensure that the motor unit is unplugged from the power supply when 
disassembling.

WARNING: Blades are sharp. Exercise caution when handling them during cleaning.

4. Wipe the exterior of the motor unit with a clean, damp cloth, then dry thoroughly.

Note: Never immerse the motor unit in the water or any other liquids for cleaning.

5. The food pusher can be also used as a blade storage box. To use the blades, open 
the box cover and overturn the box to reach the blades. when storing the blades, align
both ends of the blades together before insert them into the box according to 
directions shown in the figure below.
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